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Smoothing Filters for Waveform Image Segmentation
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Abstract—In this paper, we studied the impact of smoothing
filters when applied to waveform image preprocessing for
segmentation. To find out the characteristics of the output, we
made an experiment on both real time and synthetic images.
During our experiment, we have considered frequency-domain
waveform images, time-domain waveform images, and ordinary
test images. All the sample images are converted to gray level
image and then smoothed with smoothing spline functions. We
applied both global filter and localized filters. Finally, all the
images are segmented using Intersecting Cortical Model (ICM)
algorithm. The result of the experiment is evaluated using Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Squared Error (MSE) and
Visual Comparison methods. This research found out that we
should be selective when we use smoothing filters on waveform
images because of the unique structural behavior and high
sensitivity of waveform images. The results proved that using
global smoothing filters for waveform image preprocessing has a
drastic negative effect and can change the pertinent signals. On
the other hand, the use of localized smoothing filters resulted in
sounding segmentation result from image processing point of
view. This study also proved the increased performance of
localized smoothing filters when applied to frequency-domain
waveform images than time-domain waveform images. Thus we
propose to avoid using global smoothing parameters for
preprocessing of waveform images for segmentation and
strongly recommend using localized smoothing filters.
Index Terms—Global parameter, local
segmentation, smoothing, waveform image.

parameter,

I. INTRODUCTION
A signal is a physical phenomenon that is a function of time,
this describes what is being measured and as will be seen, is
distinguished from a waveform. And the Waveforms are the
things that are actually observed, acquired and analyzed [1].
During analysis of the signals to extract the pertinent
information encoded on the waveform images we may need
preprocessing to clean the noises. The problem of image
recovering is to reduce undesirable distortions and noise
while preserving important features such as homogeneous
regions, discontinuities, edges and textures [2].
There are various noise removal methods which can satisfy
the specific needs of different applications or perceptions
with defined constraints. Since images are easily prone to
various types of distortions, enhancing the images before
analysis is very important. Image enhancement techniques
improve the quality of the image as perceived by human and
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used to get details that are obscured or to highlight certain
features of interest in the image for further processing. Image
smoothing algorithms offer a wide variety of approaches to
modify images to achieve visually acceptable ones.
The image enhancement can be done either through spatial
domain or frequency domain. The choice of such techniques
is a function of the specific task, image content, observer
characteristics, and viewing conditions [3]. In the spatial
domain, we have two important methods, point processing,
and neighborhood processing, which are considered to be
suitable for real time image manipulation [3], [4]. In
neighborhood processing method, an image is enhanced by
applying a mathematical function to each pixel in an image
along with its neighboring pixels.
The two main aspects that are considered to be essential in
image enhancement are image sharpening and image
smoothing. In the image sharpening, image information is
detailed in such a way that it contains high spatial components
of the image. In image smoothing, image information is
detailed in such a way that it contains low spatial components
of the image. Smoothing filters are capable of blurring and
reduce noises. Blurring is at preprocessing stage to remove
fine details which are not important for object extraction and
to the bridging of small gaps in lines and curves [5], [6].
Smoothing some pixel intensities might suppress, average out
the intensity by the values of the neighborhood and shifted to
the other intensity level, which could lead to erroneous
segmentation result on very sensitive images.
So the unique structure of waveform images and their high
sensitivity to changes in the pixel values of the image during
processing inspired us to research the ordinary
recommendations to use smoothing filter before segmentation
of Waveform images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II
presents a review of smoothing filters, Section III elaborates
the experimental setup and Section IV discusses the findings
of the experiment. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions
of the research.

II. SMOOTHING FILTERS
Gaussian filters are the only ones which are separable and
at least to a lattice approximation, circularly symmetric. They
also overcome the drawbacks of moving average filters
because of weights decay to zero [3], [5]. A pixel the farther
away from the neighbors, the smaller the weight will be. As
with all smoothing operations, there is the fundamental
trade-off between variance and bias: a filter which operates in
a large neighborhood will be more effective at reducing noise
but will also blur edges [3]. Edge-preserving smoothing filters
are much more suitable for feature extraction. The nonlinear
algorithms calculate the filtered gray value in dependence of
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the content of a defined neighborhood. From the list of the
neighborhood pixels, only these are taken for the averaging,
which have similar gray values compared to the pixel in
consideration. Each edge-preserving filter has its own specific
algorithm, but they all have in common, that the effect of this
smoothing strategy is to preserve edges. Unfortunately, these
smoothing filters have the characters not to smooth
satisfyingly, because small gray value fluctuations existing in
the really homogeneous areas are emphasized and not reduced
[7].
Smoothing splines, like kernel regression and
k-nearest-neighbors regression, provide a flexible way of
estimating the underlying regression function. Also,
smoothing splines are generally much more computationally
efficient, simple and numerically accurate [8]. In words a kth
order spline is a piecewise polynomial function of degree k,
that is continuous and has continuous derivatives of orders 1
to k-1, at its knot points. A cubic spline is piecewise cubic
functions that are continuous and have continuous first, and
second derivatives and their continuity in all of their lower
order derivatives make splines very smooth and ideal [8], [9].
The above mentioned unique characteristic of smoothing
splines makes them much more convenient to be augmented
with cortical models to segment the natural signal
representation image [10].
Natural image signals are highly structured: their pixels
exhibit strong dependencies, especially when they are
spatially proximate. These dependencies carry important
information about the structure of the objects in the visual
scene. The luminance of the surface of an object being
observed is the product of the illumination and the reflectance,
but the structures of the objects in the scene, are independent
of the illumination [11], [12].
Prabha et al. [3] recommended conservative smoothing and
adaptive median filters respectively among the neighborhood
processing algorithms for blur effect removal at a low level
because of their capability to preserve detailed information as
a result of their ability to identify noisy pixels from noise-free
pixels. Cheng et al. [2] proposed a method to remove the
effect of smoothing filters on color images segmentation
using a single colored mask. Chen et al. proposal is on the top
of Yang et al. [13] method, in which to adopt a single colored
mask for color adjustment. Since Yang et al. method have
removed the effect of central pixels in a mask on a mask
calculations the augmentation of Chen et al. proposal can
clear the general effect of smoothing filters on color image
segmentation. A number of methods have been developed that
achieve adaptive smoothing by appropriately weighting the
intensities within the window. Goshtasby et al. [6] introduced
an adaptive image smoothing algorithm in which the windows
shape, size, and orientation vary with the image structure and
most smoothing is done in the direction of least gradient.
Energy minimizing and optimization approaches to adaptive
smoothing have been proposed. In an Energy minimizing
model, Kervrann [14] keeps the window shape square but
allows the window size to vary. In this model at each pixel, a
regression function is estimated by iteratively growing the
window size and adaptively weighting the image intensities
until a minimum is reached in an energy function.
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III. EXPERIMENT
To analyze the impact of using smoothing filters on
segmentation of waveform images we conducted the
experiments on real time images and synthetic images. The
images are of two categories. The first type of images used is
natural images, which can be an example of ordinary images.
These images are differing both in structure and texture from
waveform images. The second type of images is waveform
images, these images are also from two categories real-time
images captured from the screen of the oscilloscope and
synthetic images. The images were also subjected to various
levels of natural and synthetic noises.
During the experiments, all images are converted to gray
level first. Then the images are subjected to smoothing with
both localized adaptive operators and global smoothing
operators. Finally, all images are segmented using both Pulse
PCNN and ICM. To smooth the images we used B-Spline
smoothing function, which is much more computationally
efficient, numerically accurate and simple [8], [9].
Smoothing splines are robust in the presence of noise and
real-time segmentation is achievable. Also, the smoothing
spline function used is able to remove single pixel noises
which guarantee better segmentation for such very sensitive
images [8]. During the segmentation process, we have used
both PCNN and ICM. But since Intersecting Cortical Model
has performed better on the segmentation, we opted to
analyze only the result of ICM segmentation algorithm.
Finally to compare the result we have calculated the PSNR
and MSE for each segmented image [12], [15]-[17]. Visual
comparison, PSNR, MSE are used to evaluate the result of
segmentation and draw our conclusion from image processing
point of view. MSE objectively quantifies the strength of the
error signal which is based on the assumption that the loss of
perceptual quality is directly related to the visibility of the
error signal. An image signal whose quality is being evaluated
can be thought of as a sum of an undistorted signal and an
error signal [12].

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The use of smoothing B-Spline operators on natural test
images has shown the positive response for both local
smoothing spline parameters and global smoothing
parameters see Fig. 1, see Fig. 2 and see Table I.
Outperforming result is achieved with global smoothing
filters at all levels of noise for ordinary test images. As we can
see from the segmentation results for ordinary images, the
images smoothed before segmentation using global
smoothing parameters has resulted in an appealing segmented
region from image processing point of view. It’s also apparent
when we compare visually the segmentation result using
global parameters has resulted in clearly separated regions
which are an appealing result from image processing point of
view than the other. Images smoothed with local Spline
parameters also generated visually appealing results, but the
unnecessary details such as cap details and hair details are
included in the segment that can hinder the feature extraction
process. The tabulated quality measures also demonstrate the
better performance of global smoothing filters for ordinary
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which is very significant, see Table IV, see Table V, and see
Table VI. The experimental results clearly demonstrate using
localized smoothing filter outperforms using a global operator,
also proves the serious impact of using global operators. See
Fig. 4b, see Fig. 6b, see Fig. 7b, see Fig. 8b, see Fig. 9, see Fig.
10a, and see Fig. 11a all presents the response to localized
filters which demonstrates neat, complete and visually
appealing segmentation results, which sounds great from
image processing point of view.

images.

a
b
Fig. 1. (a) Lena test image. (b) Lena Test Image corrupted with Gaussian
noise of Zero mean with standard deviation of 50.

a

b

Fig. 4. (a) (b) Segmented Time domain waveform image in fig. (3b) after
smoothed with global and local parameters respectively.
a
b
Fig. 2. (a) (b) Corrupted Lena test image in Fig. (1b) segmented after
smoothed globally and locally, respectively.

a
b
Fig. 5. (a) Frequency-domain waveform image. (b) Time-domain waveform
image.
a

TABLE I: PSNR AND MSE VALUES OF SEGMENTED LENA TEST IMAGE
AFTER SMOOTHED WITH GLOBAL AND LOCAL PARAMETERS
Smoothed using global
Smoothed using local
Noise
parameter
parameter
level
PSNR
MSE
PSNR
MSE
Noise
51.7053
0.4391
51.7496
0.4346
free
50
50.5357
0.5748
50.5674
0.5706

b

Fig. 3. (a) Time domain waveform image corrupted with non-uniform
illumination. (b) Image (a) converted to gray scale, corrupted with
non-uniform illumination and Gaussian noise of zero-mean and variance of
0.0025.

The response of waveform images for smoothing filters is
different than ordinary images. See Fig. 3b, see Fig. 4a, see
Fig. 5, see Fig. 6a, and see Fig. 7a show the input and the
response to global smoothing filter which resulted in
irrelevant shades as the border of the image and replicated
waveforms as well. We can see that waveforms are also
merged to one, forming a shaded area which is significant to
change the information content and lead to erroneous
interpretation. The quality measures tabulated clearly
demonstrate the negative impact of the global operation on
the segmentation process. As we can observe in Table VI the
PSNR is reduced by 15.77and the MSE increased by 0.96
when we smooth it by the global operator instead of using a
localized operator, which is a drastic effect on the quality of
the segmented image. See Table II and see Table III also
presents clearly how the quality metrics are negatively
affected. See Fig. 8 when the image complexity of waveform
increases and smoothed with global parameters, the PSNR is
increased by 6.0005 when smoothed by local parameter than
when smoothed with global and MSE is reduced by 0.1337,

TABLE II: PSNR AND MSE VALUES OF SEGMENTED TIME-DOMAIN
WAVEFORM IMAGE CORRUPTED WITH NON-UNIFORM ILLUMINATION AND
ZERO MEAN GAUSSIAN NOISE OF VARIANCE 0.0025
Smoothing filter
PSNR
MSE
Global
48.1788
0.9890
Local
54.9907
0.2061
TABLE III: PSNR AND MSE VALUES OF SEGMENTED FREQUENCY-DOMAIN
WAVEFORM AFTER SMOOTHED WITH GLOBAL AND LOCAL OPERATORS
Smoothing
PSNR
MSE
filter
Global
48.2857
0.96500
Local
64.0588
0.0255

When we compare the level of impact on Time-domain vs
Frequency-domain waveform images, it implies that
frequency-domain waveform images are much more
positively affected by the use of localized smoothing
operators. For the waveform images see Fig. 5a and see Fig.
5b, which are frequency domain and time-domain
141
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system. But it clearly demonstrated the outperforming
positive impact of using localized smoothing filters for better
result of segmentation of waveform images. It is triggered by
the natural behavior of waveform images structure, which is a
tiny structure with homogeneous texture. As a result, the
segmentation output is supposed to be also a neat, tiny and
complete waveform with uniform texture for each input
waveform. The use of localized smoothing filters also has
shown significant performance increment on the
frequency-domain waveform images.

representation of the same signal, the PSNR gap between the
results of global smoothing and local smoothing is increased
by 8.16 for time domain signal and 15.77 for frequency
domain signal. The MSE also shifted by 0.78 for time-domain
while it shifted by 0.93 for frequency domain, see Table III,
and see Table IV. See Fig. 10 and its corresponding quality
metrics tables, also confirm that the use of localized filters on
frequency-domain signals have much more enhanced result
than applied to time-domain signals.

TABLE IV: PSNR AND MSE VALUES OF SEGMENTED TIME-DOMAIN
WAVEFORM IMAGE AFTER SMOOTHED WITH GLOBAL AND LOCAL
OPERATORS
Smoothing filter
PSNR
MSE
Global
48.9260
0.8327
Local
57.0890
0.1271

a
b
Fig. 6. (a) (b) segmented Frequency-domain image in Fig. (5a) after
smoothed with global and localized operators, respectively.

a
b
Fig. 9. (a) Frequency-domain sound waveform image. (b) Time-domain
sound waveform image.

a
b
Fig. 7. (a) (b) Time-domain waveform image in Fig. (5b) segmented after
smoothing using global and local operator, respectively.

a
b
Fig. 10. (a)(b) Frequency-domain waveform image in Fig. (9a) segmented
after smoothed with localized operator and global operator, respectively.
TABLE V: PSNR AND MSE VALUES OF FREQUENCY-DOMAIN WAVEFORM
IMAGE SEGMENTED AFTER SMOOTHED WITH THE LOCALIZED AND GLOBAL
OPERATORS
Smoothing type
PSNR
MSE
Global
48.2166
0.9804
Local
61.9699
0.0413

a

b
Fig. 8. (a)(b) Segmentation result of Time-domain waveform corrupted with
Gaussian noise of zero mean with variance of 0.01, with global and localized
smoothing, respectively.

a
b
Fig. 11. (a)(b) Time-domain waveform image in Fig. (9b) segmented after
smoothed with localized operator and global operator, respectively.

In general, the experiment results verified that smoothing
waveforms with global smoothing filters have a negative
impact which cannot be tolerated. The impact is using serious
and could lead to misinterpretation of waveforms, in turn,
may cause inefficiency of the next stage of image processing

TABLE VI: PSNR AND MSE VALUES OF TIME-DOMAIN WAVEFORM
IMAGE SEGMENTED AFTER SMOOTHED USING LOCAL AND GLOBAL
OPERATORS
Smoothing type
PSNR
MSE
Global
48.3209
0.9572
Local
54.5196
0.2297
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V. CONCLUSION
The contribution of image preprocessing for the success of
the next phase of image processing system is significant.
Considering the fact we have researched the impact of
applying smoothing filters on waveform image segmentation.
To identify the impact of smoothing filters on the output of
segmentation phase we made experiments on real and
synthetic images. We used both ordinary natural images and
waveform images. Sample images were smoothed with global
smoothing splines and local smoothing splines parameters
before segmentation. The smoothed images are segmented
using ICM.
During the experiment analysis, results are evaluated using
a visual Comparison, PSNR, and MSE. The experimental
results
confirmed
that
the
general
smoothing
recommendations made for ordinary images should be filtered
out for waveform images because of their unique
characteristics. Global smoothing operators applied to
ordinary images has shown positive impact and led to perfect
segmentation result from image processing point of view. But
for waveform images, the global smoothing operators resulted
in a negative impact. The structure of the image is affected
seriously that led to very poor segmentation result, on the
other hand using localized smoothing operators on the
waveform has improved the segmentation result sufficiently.
The use of localized smoothing filters on frequency-domain
waveform images also has shown significant performance
improvement than time-domain waveform images.
So we propose to avoid using global smoothing operators
for preprocessing of waveform images which have a serious
negative impact. We strongly recommend using localized
smoothing operators.
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